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Why is a model necessary? 

Parents, teachers and anyone who has to work with children 

faces the difficulties of discipline. Creating a socially acceptable 

behaviour requires social experience. 

 Developing skills for positive communication and cooperation  

goes hand and hand with learning the rules and norms of  

behaviour and partnership. 

 The positive attitude towards a person and human 

relationships  is the premise for creating a socially acceptable 

type of behaviour.  



  The positive approach is based on understanding the child 

as a person, its needs, and regulations regarding its growth. 

Adults are faced with several questions: 

 

How do I create a normal relation with the child? 

 

How do I achieve cooperation? 

 

Is it possible to fix relations if a “dead end” has been 

reached? 



This presentation aims at  introducing a model, which 

will answer the difficulties in parent – child or teacher – 

child relations, based on a positive approach towards the 

child. 



Model for working with negative behaviour 

Problem 

Goal 

Analysis 

Selection of methods 

Regular work and rewards 

Motivation for change 



Problem 

The problem can be thought of as the origin of the desire for 

change, motive for personal growth for the child and adult, 

responsible for its development. At this point the adult finds 

and describes the display of negative behaviour.  

Time Location 

Situation 

Participants 
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Goal 

Achieving a change without violence and the result of this 

change is satisfactory for both sides in the problematic 

situation or reaching a result known as  “I win – you win”.  

Learning of sociably acceptable forms of behaviour; 

Learning of self-control techniques; 

Developing qualities, ensuring the growth of socially successful figures; 

Changing the situation in the family through positive communication in the 

relation parent - child, child - child; 

Setting acceptable ways of behaviour; 

Learning the ability to make decisions and dealing with responsibility. 



Analysis 

The analysis gathers all parameters of the situation– time, 

place, participants. The characteristics of people are 

explored. Specific reasons for negative behaviour are 

examined. Participants are given the opportunity to 

analyse their problems and suggest solutions. 
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Selection of forms and methods  

Forms of work can be: 

•  Individual;  

•  Multiplayer:     

•  Mixed  

Working methods:  

1.   Direct:  

• Incentives;  

• Penalties.  

2 Indirect:  

• Game approaches, which simulate 

situations;  

• Tales and parables;  

• Psychodrama and theatre;  

• Drawing;  

• Musical instruments;  

• Visualizations;  

• Roleplaying games indoor and outdoor 

output;  
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Working in groups with students 

TRAININGS 













Trainings with children and their parents 







Training with teachers 









Regular work and rewards 

We can’t expect everything and getting it instantly. Patience is required; 

Consistent work is required, beginning with fixing the components of negative 

behaviour; 

This child and adult must rest – the proper time for work with kids between 3-

14 years old is 45 minutes, over 15 – 50-60 minutes; 

When using direct methods like rewards and punishments, it is important to 

note that children cannot wait whatever the precautions are, they must be on time; 

Advice has to be concise; 

We must encourage even the smallest changes and give hope; 

Treat the child and adult with respect; 

To reach a mutual agreement with all the adults, who are taking care of the 

child’s development; 



Motivation for change 

Everything, we do for the realisation of our strategy, must be in 

the child’s best interest and encouraging change in its 

behaviour. 

At this point specific characteristics of behaviour are described: 

 

Improvements in relationships are noted; 

Self control improvement; 

The child becomes more responsible; 

Improving relations with its classmates; 

Adequate expression of its emotions; 

Reducing stress. 



The model presented marks reference points to work with 

different problems, provides practical steps for individual and 

group work with children and adults , leaving freedom to use 

different approaches and techniques directed towards personal 

motivation for self-development and change. Do not forget 

that children grow and acquire positive and negative social 

experience and also try out different behaviours. Learning 

appropriate social skills in school and family increases the self 

awareness and makes the relationship more mature and 

harmonious. 


